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In -the attached memorandum, of 3/24/54 by Mr. Nichols3 in

^

is
;
set forth received from Don Surine concerning Wisner who is a f

. Deputy Director of -CIA. The allegations are substantially the- same as
i have been previously received from several sources. These allegations
I have never been" substantiated and the ^Director of CIA in 1952 sfated
that these allegations were without any foundation whatsoever
Embellishments of current Surine data reflect that Wisner' s female
friend in Rumania3 Caragea3 has a brother now operating a hotel in
Switzerland as&a'cover- for Soviet agents; that Wisner set up a shortwave
radio in Carage.a's home to put out pro-Russian material; that 1 Caragea
accompanied Wisner by (Army plane on a supply trip to Switzerland in
1945 where cardgea picked up medical supplies later sold to the Russians
with Caragea and Wisner splitting the money • All of these allegations
presuppose that '.Caragea was a Soviet agent in 1944. Fdj, this regard3 CIA
has previously advised that in 1944 Wisner3 along with other OSS officers3
was billeted in Caragea 1 s home. In 19483 this woman confessed to CIC3
Vienna9 that she had worked for Rumanian intelligence and had been a
Communist informer for the previous two years in Rumania. CIA \

investigation disclosed no association between Wisner and Caragea since [‘

1945 and no indication that Wisnex Jiasj anv knowledge of e$pionage__
activities on the part of .Carageaf}

.

—
__ _

Surine also mentioned witnesses to Yfisner’s activities
Rumania3 Malikia (undoubtedly Nichola^/ktiTaxa, wealthy Rumanign
industrialist now in JUS. subject of a Closed Bureau investigation based
on his own Max Ausnit f

11involved in the b6

b7D
I I case 11 (Max's broilier~l£dgar received publicity in connection with
the

| |
case in New York). Maiaxa and the Ausnit brothers are

findjicTaT3 political and social enemies of long standing and have
repeatedly made

t
charges and counter charges against each other to various

Government agencies It is known that Wisner -.as a private attorney has
represented Max Ausnit inlLegal matters against Malaxa and may have
incurred Malaxa', s enmityfy$(jJIA considers both Malaxa cmd £usnit as
unscrupulous character^sfj Surine also mentioned a I

an unnamed
\ j

i

] and

Wisner 's anETvTFTes Tn Rumania.
as sources of additional information concerning

\ 19493

Wisner was the subject of an AEA-A investigation in June3
which disclosed no disloyal data. (116-142295
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- Since -the allegations supplied by Surine are basically
the same as those pi&sviously received which have been described

by^CJA as unfoundelffiand- further since the alleged new data,

supplied by Surine is aimed at Wisner*s character rather than
\security, it is recommended that no investigative action be

\ltaken by the Bureau

,

.As far as is known, Wisner l s alleged
paramour has never been in the United States and no basis for
investigation of her by the Bureau exists , Since data relates
to a high-ranking OIA employee, it is recommended that liaison
furnish the information supplied by Surine to CIA appropriately
protecting .the source , A memorandum for delivery to CIA is

attached •

^ . j&vJA* . A? A ,

truvaJti v/r/jy,

ADDENDUM: 4/8/54 DFXC; hmS
^^

On 3/29/54, advised Mr, Nichols that
affiliated wivU TnTernational Telephone and Telegraph

Company, NT, was another individual who could furbish information
concerning the Wisher - Caragea relationship*, Jmis information is
being added to data to be furnished CIAm fh;
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Cl SIDon Surine recently furnished me with information on

Caragea,' a /suspected Soviet agent who has had contact in the past
with ErankAJisme.r of CIA. Surine phoned today advising that he had
ascertaineSnEhat a reliable source on this entire operation was

J 'VJZ-
1

Surine states that

1
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that
be
is

told Surine b6
lue lexujwcto j

located by contacting
-XI OXi<S Uiuueu Obtttca CtO OXiXK* OJUIlt? CtXJU uuuxu

Telephone
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Surine states he understands that
>
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Ibut that he even has files on. the matter*. *
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